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Abstra t
The fa t that emotions are onsidered to be essential to human reasoning suggests that
they might play an important role in autonomous robots as well. In parti ular, the de ision
of when to interrupt on-going behaviour is often asso iated with emotions in natural systems.
The question under examination here is whether this role of emotions an be useful for a
robot whi h adapts to its environment.
For this purpose, an emotion model was developed and integrated in a reinfor ementlearning framework. Robot experiments were done to test an emotion-dependent me hanism
for the automati dete tion of the relevant events of a learning task, against more traditional
approa hes. Experimental results are presented that on rm that emotions an be useful in
this role, spe i ally by improving the eÆ ien y of the learning algorithm.
Introdu tion

In re ent years, the importan e of emotions and their assistan e to ognition has been in reasingly a knowledged. For example, Toda (1994) argues that emotions are the ultimate sour e
of intelligen e and might provide robots with the autonomy they need. Doubts have even been
posed on whether ma hines an exhibit intelligent behaviour without emotions (Minsky, 1986;
Charland, 1995).
In roboti s, emotions are often used to modulate a tivity (Ca~namero, 1997; Bates et al.,
1992a). The so ial role of emotions has been parti ularly explored. The external demonstration
of emotions has been used as a sort of ommuni ation me hanism that allows the robot to report
to others its internal state (e.g. its level of task a hievement Shibata et al., 1996) or makes
the robot apable of generating empathy emotions in people by reating an illusion of life in a
believable hara ter (Bates, 1994).
In ontrast, in the resear h reported here emotions are used in the ontrol of a solitary
autonomous robot that adapts to its environment using reinfor ement learning. The work
was done under an animat philosophy (Wilson, 1991a), by building a biologi ally inspired
omplete agent where emotions form an integral part of the whole. Although the experiments
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reported here fo us on the evaluation of the emotion-dependent event-dete tion me hanism,
emotions were also used to in uen e per eption and provide a reinfor ement fun tion within
the reinfor ement-learning framework.
Reinfor ement-learning (e.g., Sutton and Barto, 1998; Kaelbling et al., 1996) is a te hnique
that allows an agent to adapt to its environment through the development of a poli y, whi h
determines whi h a tion it should take in ea h environmental state in order to maximise
reinfor ement. Reinfor ement de nes the desirability of a state and an be expressed both
in terms of rewards and punishments. These are usually formalised in terms of the positive and
negative values, respe tively, of a reinfor ement fun tion that attributes a value to ea h learning
iteration. The reinfor ement fun tion value an also be zero meaning that no reward or punishment was attributed and that the evaluation is neutral. In opposition to simpler te hniques,
reinfor ement learning assumes the existen e of delayed reinfor ement. The reinfor ement an
be the onsequen e of a sequen e of a tions instead of a single a tion. This is important if the
robot has to perform elaborate behaviour and possibly re eive negative reinfor ement in the
ourse of a hieving its task, be ause otherwise the robot will not have the ne essary look-ahead
to over ome the deterrents that it nds in the way of a omplishing its task. This means that
reinfor ement-learning algorithms usually have some form of redit assignment propagation so
that value an be attributed to the states that lead to the goal state whi h produ es reward.
One of the most important design problem fa ed when employing reinfor ement learning
te hniques in roboti s appli ations is to determine when a dis rete state transition o urs, i.e.
when the ontroller needs to re-evaluate its previous de ision and make a new one. There are
several approa hes to the de nition of state transition. Some resear hers (e.g., Mahadevan and
Connell, 1992; Lin, 1993; Matari , 1994) extend the duration of the urrent a tion a ording to
some domain spe i

onditions of goal a hievement or appli ability of the a tion while others

interrupt the a tion when there is a hange in the input state (Rodriguez and Muller, 1995;
Asada, 1996). Rodriguez and Muller (1995) argue that new de isions should only be taken
when there is a hange in the input state, on the basis that otherwise the hoi e is uniquely
determined by the urrent state of knowledge. However, this may not be a very straightforward
solution when the robot is equipped with multiple ontinuous sensors that are vulnerable to
noise.
Emotions are often pointed to as essential me hanisms for autonomous agents with multiple
goals and limited resour es in un ertain environments (Oatley, 1987; Frijda and Swagerman,
1987; Mo at et al., 1993), pre isely be ause their role is asso iated with the pro ess of inter-
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rupting the agent's ongoing a tivities to deal with new and unexpe ted situations that need to
be attended to (Sloman and Crou her, 1981; Simon, 1967) while prote ting the resour e-limited
a tivities from unne essary interruption and omputation (Wright, 1994).
Taking as inspiration the emotions' role of interrupting behaviour in natural systems, the
urrent work explores the usefulness of emotions in determining state transitions in a reinfor ementlearning system.
In the next se tion, a des ription of the emotion model developed is presented. This is a
non-symboli model that takes the form of a re urrent arti ial neural network where emotions
in uen e the per eption of the state of the world, from whi h they ultimately depend. This
model is afterwards integrated in a reinfor ement learning ar hite ture.
The experiments done with this model are reported in the subsequent se tion. Although
emotions resear h in biologi al systems an be a sour e of inspiration to guide robot design, it
is not by itself a valid proof of the adaptive value of arti ial emotions for arti ial systems
(Ca~namero, 1998). It is important to show empiri ally that endowing the robot with emotions
has adaptive value by omparing the developed emotional robot with other non-emotional
robots. The emotion-dependent me hanism under study, i.e. the event-dete tion me hanism,
was therefore experimentally ompared with other approa hes. Experiments were arried out
on a simulated Khepera robot (Mi hel, 1996) in an animal-like adaptation task.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed event-dete tion me hanism was ompetent and ompetitive, proving emotions helpful for the robot's su ess in its task.
Emotion Model

A large subset of theories of emotions is based on elaborate ognitive appraisal theories (e.g.,
Lazarus, 1982; Power and Dalgleish, 1997) that stress the role of ons ious reasoning in the generation and de nition of emotions, in spite of emotions also being aroused by rude sub ons ious
experien es without the need for high level reasoning pro esses (Zajon , 1984).
Following the psy hologists' main stream, most Arti ial Intelligen e models of emotions are
based on an analyti and symboli approa h (Sloman et al., 1994; Frijda and Swagerman, 1987;
Pfeifer, 1982; Pfeifer and Ni holas, 1985; Bates et al., 1992b) that tries to endow the model
with the full omplexity of human emotions as per eived from an observer's point of view.
In opposition to the traditional approa h, a syntheti bottom-up approa h based on the
animat approa h (Wilson, 1991b) was preferred for the urrent work whi h made the existing
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models inadequate, be ause they are over-designed and too omplex (Pfeifer, 1994). Re ently,
models have been suggested that also follow a bottom-up approa h (Velasquez, 1998; Ca~namero,
1997; Foliot and Mi hel, 1998; Wright, 1996).
The most signi ant features of emotions that the model proposed in this do ument tries
to apture are:



Emotions have valen e, i.e., they provide a positive or negative value.



Emotions have some persisten e in time, i.e. sudden unrealisti swings between di erent
emotions should not be allowed, parti ularly when the emotions in question di er a lot.



The o urren e of a ertain emotion depends not only on dire t sensory input, but also
on the agent's re ent emotional history.



Emotions olour per eption in that what is per eived is distorted by the urrent emotional
state.



Emotional state an be neutral or dominated by an emotion. This implies the existen e
of a me hanism to de ide whi h emotion, if any, is dominant at any one time.

The model that was developed | gure 1 | is based on four basi emotions: Happiness,
Sadness, Fear and Anger. These emotions were sele ted be ause they are among the most
universal emotions and are adequate and useful for the robot{environment intera tion a orded
by the experiments (Gadanho, 1999).
The model determines the intensity of ea h emotion based on the robot's urrent internal
feelings: Hunger, Pain, Restlessness, Temperature, Eating, Smell, Warmth and Proximity.
These feelings are des ribed below in the ontext of the experimental setup. Ea h emotion
is de ned by a set of onstant feeling-dependen ies and a bias. The values of the dependen ies
are arefully hosen to provide adequate emotions for the possible body states.
Based on what was suggested in (Damasio, 1994), the emotion state should also in uen e
the way the robot feels. In the model, the body rea tions aroused by emotions also give rise to
the emotions that reate them. Ea h emotion tries to in uen e the body state in su h a way
that the resulting body state mat hes the state that gives rise to that parti ular emotion.
When an emotion is a tive, i.e. its intensity value is signi antly large, then it will in uen e
the body through a hormone system. The hormone system in the model is a very simpli ed one.
It onsists in having one hormone asso iated with ea h feeling. A feeling intensity is not a value
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dire tly obtained from the value of the body sensation that gives rise to it, but from the sum
of the sensation and hormone value. The hormone values an be (positively or negatively) high
enough to totally hide the real sensations from the robot's per eption of its body. The hormone
quantities produ ed by ea h emotion are dire tly related to its intensity and its dependen ies on
the asso iated feelings. The stronger the dependen y on a ertain feeling, the greater quantity
of the asso iated hormone is produ ed by an emotion.
On the one hand, the hormone me hanism provides ompetition between the emotions to
gain ontrol over the body whi h is ultimately what sele ts whi h emotion will be dominant.
On the other hand, what the robot feels is not only dependent on its sensations but is also
dependent on its emotional state.
The hormones' values an in rease quite rapidly, allowing the qui k build up of a new
emotional state, and de rease slowly allowing the persisten e of an emotional state even when
the ause that has given rise to it is gone, another of the hara teristi features of emotions.
The dominant emotion is the emotion with the highest intensity, unless no emotion intensity
ex eeds a sele tion threshold. In this ase, there will not be a dominant emotion and emotional
state will be neutral. Emotions were divided into two ategories: positive and negative. The
ones that are onsidered \good" are positive (only Happiness, in the set of emotions used), the
others are onsidered negative.
In summary, the model of emotions des ribed (a formal des ription is available in the
appendix) provides not only an emotional state, based on simple feelings, that is oherent
with the urrent situation, but also in uen es the body per eption. Although the model is
somewhat more sophisti ated than those usually found in equivalent non-symboli systems,
it is based on a simpli ed hormone system and is far from the omplexity of true emotions
experien ed by humans. In fa t, it does not aim to model human emotions' omplexity, but
only to model simple emotions a orded by the agent's intera tion with its environment.
The model of emotions behaves appropriately when tested on the robot, in the sense that
the robot onsistently displays plausible ontextual emotional states during the pro ess of
intera ting with the environment. Furthermore, be ause its emotions are grounded in body
feelings, and not dire t sensory input, it manages to avoid sudden hanges of emotional state,
from one extreme emotion to a ompletely di erent one. The more di erent the two emotions
are, the more diÆ ult it is to hange from one to the other. The physiologi al arousal aused by
emotions was repeatedly left out of ognitive theories of emotions, be ause it was not onsidered
ognitively interesting, yet without it emotions la k their hara teristi inertia (Mo at et al.,
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1993). Nevertheless, re ent arti ial emotion models based on a sub-symboli approa h do often
try to model this feature (e.g., Breazeal, 1998; Velasquez, 1998).
In order to evaluate the fun tional role of emotions in reasoning, the emotional state should
be used for the a tual ontrol of a omplete agent, determining its behaviour (Albus, 1990;
Wright, 1996; Mo at et al., 1993). The next se tion des ribes the experiments done in this
dire tion.
Experiments

The robot's task onsists in olle ting energy from food sour es s attered throughout the
environment. These food sour es are a tually lights so that the robot is able to distinguish
them with its poor per eption apabilities. The robot needs this energy to use during its
fun tioning. It will use up energy faster if the velo ity it demands from its motors is higher.
To gain energy from a food sour e, the robot has to bump into it. This will make energy
available for a short period of time. At the same time an odour will be released that an be
sensed by the robot. During this short period, the robot an a quire energy by re eiving high
values of light in its rear light sensors. This means that the robot must turn its ba k to the
food sour e. To re eive more energy the robot has to restart the whole pro ess again by hitting
the light again so that a new time window of released energy is started.
The robot an only extra t a limited amount of energy from ea h food sour e. In time, the
food sour e will re over its ability to provide energy again, but meanwhile the robot will be
for ed to look for other sour es of energy in order to survive. The robot annot be su essful by
relying on a single food sour e for energy, i.e. the time it takes for new energy to be available
in a single food sour e is longer than the time it takes for the robot to use it. When the food
sour e has no energy, the light asso iated with it is turned o .
The robot's task an be translated into multiple goals: moving around the environment in
order to nd di erent food sour es and, if a food sour e is found, extra ting energy from it.
Furthermore, the robot should not keep still in the same pla e for long durations of time or
ollide with obsta les.
Experiments were arried out in a Khepera simulated robot (Mi hel, 1996) within a losed
environment divided by several walls and ontaining three lights surrounded by bri ks | see

gure 2. In order to be more realisti , the Khepera simulator adds 10% random noise to the

amplitude of the motor speed, 5% random noise to the dire tion of the movement and 5%
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Figure 2: The robot and its environment.
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to the amplitude of the light and distan e sensors.

Spe i

implementation details for the

experiments reported on this do ument an be found in Gadanho (1999).

The Emotion System
An emotion system was developed based on the emotion model presented previously and using
feelings dependent on the following sensations:



Hunger:



Pain:



Restlessness:

The robot's energy de it;

High if the robot is bumping into obsta les;
In reases if the robot does not move and is reset whenever a behaviour is

sele ted;



Temperature:



Eating:



Smell:



Warmth:

Rises with high motor usage and returns to zero with low motor usage;

High when the robot is a quiring energy;

A tive when there is energy available;
Dire tly dependent on the intensity of light per eived by the robot's light

sensors;



Proximity:

Re e ts the proximity of the nearest obsta le per eived by the distan e

sensors.
In order to have the robot's emotional state ompatible with its task, the emotional dependen ies on feelings are su h that:



The robot is

happy

if there is nothing wrong with the present situation. It will be

parti ularly happy if it has been using its motors a lot or is in the pro ess of getting new
energy at the moment. Even just the smell of food an make it happy.



If the robot has very low energy and it is not a quiring energy, then its state will be sad.
It will be more sad if it annot sense any light.



If the robot bumps into the walls then the pain will make it fearful. It will be less fearful
if it is hungry or restless.
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If the robot stays in the same pla e too long it will start to get restless. This will make
it

angry.

The anger will persist for as long as the robot does not move away or hange

its urrent a tion. A hungry robot will tend to be more angry.

The Adaptive Controller
Reinfor ement learning te hniques have already been su essfully used in the eld of roboti s
and were therefore sele ted for the learning algorithm. The main problem with reinfor ement
learning is that learning an be very slow, parti ularly if the task is very omplex. However,
behaviour de omposition of the task an redu e signi antly the learning time or even make the
task feasible. Behavioural de omposition usually onsists in learning some prede ned behaviours
in a rst phase and then nding the high-level oordination of these behaviours. Although
the behaviours themselves are often learned su essfully (Mahadevan and Connell, 1992; Lin,
1993), behaviour oordination is mu h more diÆ ult and is usually hard-wired to some extent
(Mahadevan and Connell, 1992; Lin, 1993; Matari , 1994). One problem in parti ular whi h
is quite diÆ ult and task dependent is determining when to hange behaviour. This is not a
problem in traditional reinfor ement leaning where agents live in grid worlds and state transition
is perfe tly determined. However, in roboti s, agent states hange asyn hronously in response
to internal and external events and a tions take variable amounts of time to exe ute (Matari ,
1994). In our work we have hosen to have the primitive behaviours hand-designed and learn
only the behaviour oordination in the hope that emotions might be useful in solving this
problem. Three primitive behaviours were hand-designed:
Avoid-obsta les

| Turn away from the nearest obsta le and move away from it. If the

sensors annot dete t any obsta le nearby, then remain still.
Seek-light

| Go in the dire tion of the nearest light. If no light an be seen, remain still.

Wall-follow

| If there is no wall in sight, move forwards at full speed. On e a wall is found,

follow it. This behaviour by itself is not very reliable in that the robot an rash. However,
the avoid-obsta les behaviour an easily help in these situations.
The ontroller developed | gure 3 | tries to maximise the evaluation re eived by sele ting
one of the three possible behaviours, taking into a ount the urrent robot feelings, and the
previously re eived evaluations. It has two separate modules:
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Asso iative Memory Module

| This plasti module uses feed-forward networks to asso-

iate the robot feelings with the urrent expe ted utility of ea h one of the three robot
behaviours. Q-learning (Watkins, 1989) was used in an implementation very similar to the
one reported by Lin (1992). Neural networks learned by ba k-propagation utility fun tions
that model util(x; a) = R + eval(y). The value R is the immediate reinfor ement. The
fun tion eval(y) is the expe ted umulative dis ounted reinfor ement starting from state

y rea hed by exe uting behaviour a in state x. The dis ount fa tor ( ) was set to 0:9.
For ea h iteration, the target value u = R + Maxfutil(y; k) j k 2 a tionsg is given to the
network whose behaviour was used in the previous iteration.
Behaviour Sele tion Module

| Based on the information provided by the previous module,

this module makes a sto hasti sele tion of the behaviour to take next. For a temperature
T, the probability of sele ting behaviour a whose value is v , is P (a) =
a

va

P3 T
e

i=1 e

vi
T

.

Emotions and Adaptive Control
In roboti s, the role of providing an evaluation of the state of the world is often attributed to
emotions (e.g., Albus, 1990; Wright, 1996). It is often assumed that human de ision making
onsists in the maximization of positive emotions and minimisation of negative emotions (e.g.,
Tomkins, 1984). Therefore a reward fun tion was devised that extra ts a value judgement
from the emotion system by onsidering the intensity of the urrent dominant emotion and
whether it is positive or negative. This value is the intensity of the urrent dominant emotion,
or zero if there is no dominant emotion. If the dominant emotion is a negative one then its
(positive intensity) value is negated. Although this reward fun tion failed for a simple step by
step a tion sele tion ontroller (Gadanho and Hallam, 1998), it proved quite satisfa tory in a
behaviour-based ar hite ture and was therefore used throughout the experiments reported in
this do ument.
In a roboti environment, a new system state an be found at virtually every step. The
per eption of the world will always be at least slightly di erent from step to step due to noise.
Nevertheless, making a new re-evaluation of a behaviour-based system every step by sele ting
a new behaviour and performing an evaluation on the previous behaviour is not wise. The
problem is not so mu h one of too mu h omputational waste, but mostly of not making a
orre t evaluation of the a hievements of the behaviours. If the behaviour is evaluated and
possibly repla ed every step, then it will not have time to develop to its full potential. This will

Figure 4: Emotions and ontrol.
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make it diÆ ult for the learning system to understand what are the advantages of ea h of the
behaviours. On the other hand, if the behaviours are left running for too long, events may o ur
that will make them inappropriate for the new situation. The ideal would be to know when a
signi ant hange has o urred in the environment that makes a re-evaluation ne essary.
Using emotions to trigger state transition seems reasonable, be ause emotions an provide
a global summarised vision of the environment. Any important hange in the environment is
liable to be aptured by hanges in the emotional state.
Emotions are frequently pointed to as a sour e of interruption of behaviour (Sloman and
Crou her, 1981; Simon, 1967) in the domain of more traditional symboli Arti ial Intelligen e
ar hite tures. In general, it is onsidered that behaviour should be interrupted and eventually
repla ed whenever a strong emotion is felt. This work's added laim is that if the emotional
intensity falls drasti ally, then behaviour should also be hanged, be ause the risis that gave
rise to the emotion has probably been solved. So state transition is triggered not only by
sudden rises of emotional intensity but also by abrupt drops. Impli it in this approa h is the
fa t that the emotion model being used is ontinuous and so does not provide a lear ut onset
or termination of emotions, requiring that abrupt hanges be dete ted instead.
In this work, emotions dire tly in uen e per eption through the emotion model used and
provide reinfor ement value, but the purpose of the experiments reported here was to explore
whether emotions an su essfully ful ll the role of determining state transition | see gure 4.

Testing the Hypothesis
To test the hypothesis above, a ontroller was designed that has state transitions triggered by
the dete tion of signi ant hanges in the emotional state. From the robot's point of the view,
an event o urs whenever there is a signi ant hange in emotional state, as this should re e t
a relevant event in the robot-environment intera tion. More spe i ally, an event is dete ted
whenever:



there is a hange of dominant emotion, in luding hanges between emotional states and
neutral emotional states (i.e. states with no dominant emotion);



the urrent dominant emotion intensity is statisti ally di erent from the values re orded
sin e a state transition was last made, i.e. if the di eren e between the new value and
the mean of the previous values ex eeds both a small threshold and  times the standard
deviation of the previous values, where  is a onstant that was set to 2;
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A limit of 10 000 steps is rea hed.

If an event o urs, then the adaptive ontroller is triggered: an evaluation of the previous
behaviour is made based on the urrent emotional state and a new behaviour sele tion is made
a ording to the new situation. Otherwise, the urrent behaviour is left running.
The al ulation of the mean and the standard deviation of the emotion intensity takes into
a ount all the steps between events. When a new event is dete ted, the restlessness feeling is
reset and the emotional state is re-evaluated. This is the rst state taken in the al ulation of
the two statisti al variables. In the following steps, these variables are iteratively updated until
an event is dete ted. It should be noti ed that a state an only be dis riminated statisti ally
after at least two states have been re orded. A minimum di eren e for value dis rimination
was required, a toleran e threshold of 0:02, to disregard insigni ant variations in intensity
value. Otherwise, in situations of very low standard deviation, imper eptible variations would
be aught by the event dete tion me hanism.
In order to a ess the performan e of the Event-triggered ontroller, three other ontrollers
were designed and tested for omparison:
Interval-triggered

| A simple alternative to having an event dete tion system is to trigger

the adaptive ontroller at regular intervals. After extensive testing, 35 steps was found to
be the most su essful number of steps to have between two su essive triggerings for the
present task and environment. Finding the right time interval between onse utive ontrol
iterations was not trivial. If the number of steps is redu ed, a proper behaviour evaluation
be omes diÆ ult, the system overall learning performan e is lost and the robot is unable
to maintain its energy. In parti ular, the inadequa y of establishing a state transition
at every step, i.e. generating an evaluation and sele tion of a behaviour in every step,
was shown empiri ally in Gadanho (1999). Results showed that a ontroller triggered
every step an hardly learn anything useful, and its performan e is not very di erent from
that exhibited by random sele tion of behaviours. On the other hand, if the the number
of steps is in reased then the number of ollisions in reases, be ause it takes longer for
the robot to noti e obsta les. If in reased enough the robot will also be ome in apable
of keeping its energy, be ause its hanges of behaviour will not be fast enough to allow
a quiring new energy.
Hand- rafted

| The purpose of hand- rafting a ontroller was to determine how mu h

reinfor ement a reasonably su essfully ontroller would re eive. To allow for a fair
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omparison with the other ontrollers, this ontroller only resorts to the same behaviours
and no extra external or memory information unavailable to the others, but has to resort
to a random number generator to deal with some diÆ ult environmental situations.
Solving the problems of wandering in the environment and su essfully eating when
ne essary was quite straightforward. Avoiding obsta les, on the other hand, was quite
tri ky and would often lead to fatal deadlo k situations, the main reason being the poor
sensory apabilities, that allow the robot to lose sight of nearby obsta les very easily. This
turned the design of a su essfully non-learning ontroller into a slow and arduous y le
of test and redesign.
The hand- rafted ontroller uses the emotion-dependent event dete tion, with  equal to
1.5, i.e., it uses a more sensitive event dete tion that is triggered by smaller variations in
the emotion value. In fa t, this ontroller performan e is strongly in uen ed by the event
triggering me hanism in use (see dis ussion for details).
Random

| This ontroller simply sele ts a new behaviour at ea h step. It was in luded in

the experiments to give a baseline to the results, showing how low the performan e of an
unsu essful learning ontroller an be. This is parti ularly relevant for the experiments
at hand, where reinfor ement tends to drop with time, making it diÆ ult to see the real
a hievements made by the learning systems.
Four identi al experiments were done, ea h using one of the di erent ontrollers. Ea h experiment onsisted in having thirty di erent robot trials of three million learning steps. In ea h
trial, a new fully re harged robot with all state values reset was pla ed at a randomly sele ted
starting position. No distin tion was made between a learning phase and a performan e phase
be ause, as a truly autonomous learning robot, the robot was designed to learn ontinuously.
Instead the robot was evaluated while learning. The experiments were developed in C++ and
took about ten hours' pro essing time ea h to run on a Sun Ultra 5 workstation.
For evaluation purposes, the trial period was divided in smaller periods of fty thousand
steps. For ea h one of these periods the following statisti s were taken:
Reinfor ement

| mean of the reinfor ement obtained during all the steps;

Event reinfor ement

| mean of the reinfor ement obtained only during the steps in whi h

the adaptive ontroller was triggered;
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Energy

| mean energy level of the robot;

Collisions
Events
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| number of ollisions;

| number of times the adaptive ontroller was triggered.

It should be noti ed that while the rst reinfor ement statisti is a good measure of overall
performan e, the se ond re e ts the a tual reinfor ement re eived by the adaptive ontroller.
An average of the di erent statisti s over the several trials is presented in gure 5, with
error bars representing the 95% on den e interval. The last two statisti s were presented as a
per entage over the total number of steps in the period.
In table 1, a summary of the results is given. Looking at the graph urves it an be safely
assumed that, for every ontroller, learning has fully onverged when a robot rea hes the middle
of its trial. This summary table presents the average of the values obtained from that point
onwards.
Looking at the graphs in gure 5, one an see that the learning ontrollers do manage to
learn their task. Their performan e is mu h better than that exhibited by random behaviour
sele tion. It is also noti eable that the su essful learning ontrollers have signi antly worse
reinfor ement than the hand- rafted ontroller. This is dire tly related to the higher average
energy obtained by the later. In fa t, in terms of obsta le avoidan e the human designed
ontroller performs worse. The lower energy is a tually not a problem as long as the ontrollers
are able to keep it relatively high above zero and this is done with su ess.
The hand- rafted ontroller having higher energy only shows that this ontroller a quires
energy more often and an be at least partially attributed to the higher number of events it has
available. In fa t, hanges in the triggering of this ontroller produ e signi ant alterations in
the results. When the ontroller was tested with  = 2, its energy level dropped to values similar
to the ones found for the learning ontrollers. If, on the other hand, the hand- rafted ontroller
is triggered at every step, it will eventually result in a trapped robot whi h is in apable of
maintaining its energy. It is natural that the ontroller works better with the settings it was
designed for in the rst pla e, but this pronoun ed dependen e on the triggering me hanism
shows on e again how important the latter is. Setting the triggering me hanism orre tly an
make the di eren e between a su essful robot and a failed robot.
There is no signi ant di eren e in performan e between the two learning ontrollers, apart
from a slight di eren e in the number of ollisions. In this respe t the event-triggered ontroller
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Figure 5: Value of the statisti s re orded for ea h one of the ontrollers throughout the
experiments.
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does better, be ause the ontroller is triggered to deal with the obsta les that the robot nds in
its way instead of having to wait until the next trigger point to deal with them. The di eren e in
event reinfor ement does not tell mu h apart from the fa t that the event-triggered ontrollers
are often triggered when something goes wrong: the event reinfor ement of the interval-triggered
ontroller is very similar to its overall reinfor ement, be ause the event reinfor ement values are
pi ked from the rest at regular intervals and independently of their value; on the other hand,
the event-triggered ontrollers are triggered in very spe i

situations that are often asso iated

with negative evaluations. Typi ally, ir umstan es were that the urrent behaviour had to be
hanged, be ause it was not adequate anymore.
The event-triggered ontroller does not perform outstandingly better than its ounterpart,
but, it manages to have similar learning performan e with a mu h redu ed number of events.
This an also be an important issue in real time systems like robots, be ause it saves pre ious
omputation time.
In fa t, the performan e of the event-triggered ontroller onverges in a mu h smaller number
of learning steps than that of the interval-triggered ontroller. Figure 6 demonstrates this point
by presenting the performan e of the ontrollers in terms of the number of events, instead
of the number of steps. It is the number of events that a ounts for the number of learning
steps be ause it is only during events that the robot learns, i.e. it updates the utility values
of its behaviours. In order to obtain these results, two experiments were done: one for ea h
ontroller. Ea h experiments onsisted of thirty di erent robot trials of sixty intervals of ve
hundred events ea h. This a tually orresponded to a signi antly di erent number of total
steps for ea h ontroller | see table 2, and slightly di erent values for the various trials of the
event-triggered ontroller.
The graphs show that although the event-triggered ontroller has learned its task after one
sixth of the trial, the interval-triggered is still improving its performan e by the end of the trial.
It is lear that the eÆ ien y of the learning algorithm is in reased by presenting it with only
event-related situations.
In the ase of the event-triggered ontroller, it is interesting to noti e how the number of
events de reases as the agent learns its task. After learning how to prevent ertain problems,
like obsta le ollisions, the robot is not interrupted as often as before.
A loser observation of the robot's nal behaviour brought forward two problems with the
experiments' design:
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The restlessness feeling is intended as an indi ator of the progression of the behaviour
at hand. Through the emotion of anger it punishes the robot when the behaviour it has
sele ted is in apable of moving the robot. It will also provide the ne essary interruption
in the ase of emotion-dependent event dete tion. The problem is that it is ne essary to
avoid its saturation. If this happens, no more interruptions will be dete ted, be ause the
dominant emotion of anger will not hange. For this reason, the restlessness value must
be reset whenever an event is dete ted. This is not a very far fet hed solution, be ause it
is natural for the frustration to go away when a new behaviour is sele ted, at least until
the sele ted behaviour proves to be ineÆ ient as well. However, the fa t that the newly
sele ted behaviour might be the same behaviour that was showing problems previously
makes the solution a bit strange. Nevertheless, this was ne essary for the ontroller to
work e e tively.



The interval-triggered ontroller managed to exploit being still to save energy, and thus
exhibit lo al behaviour around a single light. This was not the intended behaviour at all,
and the only reason why the ontroller an get away with it follows dire tly from the rst
problem. With the frequent events provided by the ontrol triggering of this ontroller,
the anger emotion annot rea h intensities high enough to dissuade this kind of solution.
Moreover, ontrollers that frequently sele t behaviours bene t from an unfair advantage
in terms of reinfor ement, be ause the anger emotion is not able to manifest itself.

In order, to prevent ontrollers from exploiting the low usage of the motors to save energy,
two measures were taken:



The normal environment was repla ed by the more demanding environment pi tured in
gure 7. This is a more orridor-like environment, where it is more diÆ ult to travel from
one light to another by han e.



The rst measure proved insuÆ ient by itself, be ause the robots an apparently still
manage to maintain high levels of energy if only one light is available. So the robot
energeti needs were in reased. Furthermore, the advantage of not moving was removed
by making the value of energy de rease independent of motor usage.

A new set of experiments was performed applying both measures dis ussed above: hange
in environment and in rease in energy usage. The results shown in gure 8 demonstrate the
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Figure 7: The robot in its more demanding environment.
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di eren es between the two ontrollers in this ontext. In this ase, the advantages of the
event-triggered ontroller are more evident.
Dis ussion

In this do ument a emotion model was proposed and integrated in a reinfor ement learning arhite ture. The system was implemented and tested in a realisti robot simulator. Experiments
showed that emotions an be used both as reinfor ement and event dete tor in a reinfor ement
learning ontroller ar hite ture based on behaviours. Furthermore, the emotion-dependent event
dete tor allows drasti

uts in the number of triggerings of the learning ontroller whi h an

be parti ularly advantageous in the ase of very time- onsuming learning ontrollers, where
ea h triggering of the ontroller an result in a signi ant loss of pre ious real time. The eventtriggered ontroller learns its task with mu h less learning iterations and needs mu h less ontrol
iterations for su essful robot performan e.
It was empiri ally established that triggering the ontroller at every step was totally inadequate. Nevertheless, the interval-triggered ontroller that regularly triggers the ontroller at
longer intervals of time was found adequate. However, it is less exible. The fa t that intervals
are xed a priori to t the task makes it more task dependent. Furthermore, nding the right
interval for the task an be time- onsuming.
The event-triggered ontroller whi h triggers ontrol at variable intervals dependent on the
dete tion of signi ant hanges in emotional state was the best learner. This ontroller has the
advantage of both being a more time-eÆ ient learner and a more exible learner, i.e. it is able
to master more diÆ ult tasks. Moreover, it manages to a hieve a reinfor ement similar to that
of the interval-triggered ontroller whi h takes advantage of not being punished for restlessness.
The reset of restlessness that permitted this unfair advantage was ne essary for the eventtriggered ontroller to work, but other approa hes to emotion-dependent ontrol triggering
ould avoid this problem by looking into emotion intensity instead of variation. An example
would be to have the frequen y of ontrol triggerings dire tly proportional to the intensity of
the urrent emotional state.
An alternative to the use of emotion-dependent dete tion of events would be to look at all
the ontroller's feelings inputs for statisti al novelty instead of looking at the emotion value
alone. The problem is that this solution is mu h less lean. Instead of only one set of statisti s,
this solution requires several, ea h one of them with a very parti ular behaviour. This will make
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Figure 8: Comparing the di erent triggering me hanisms in the more demanding environment
and with harder energy requirements.
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a uniform test of all them diÆ ult or even impossible, eventually requiring a separate analysis
for ea h one of the inputs. Another advantage of using the emotional state is that emotions
already take in onsideration what is and what is not important in ea h situation, and the
relative importan e of ea h individual feature. The fa t that they hide away details might even
be bene ial (Gadanho, 1999).
Although not mu h importan e is usually given to the problem of ontrol triggering in the
ontext of reinfor ement learning and people usually resort to domain-spe i

solutions that

arti ially onstrain the learning algorithm, experiments showed that the performan e of the
robot was very sensitive to the de nition of the ontrol triggering me hanism. Unlike other work
in the eld, the dete tion of hanges in the input state proposed was dependent on the robot's
dominant emotion and therefore intrinsi ally related with its reinfor ement. The presented event
dete tion me hanism pro ts from the novel stru ture of the reinfor ement fun tion. Apart from
providing an absolute reinfor ement value that varies with the robot's situation, the developed
reinfor ement fun tion based on emotion also di erentiates and prioritises the di erent problems
fa ed by the robot. This added information allows the dete tion of events when there is a
di eren e in type of dominant problem and not just in problem degree.
Resear h in hierar hi al reinfor ement learning frameworks (Sutton et al., 1999b,a; Dietteri h, 2000) is usually based on the identi ation of subtasks whi h an only be sele ted in a
subset of states and have well de ned termination states (normally goal or failure states), but
shows that allowing the subtasks to be interrupted before they rea h their termination state
an be advantageous. In ontrast, this paper proposed the use of behaviours whi h onsist of
in nite loops and have no termination state de ned. The termination of the behaviours was
instead left to an innovative event-dete tion me hanism based on emotions.
The work reported fo used on the intera tion of emotions and learning and presented very
simple models of ea h one of these subsystems. In parti ular, the emotion model is handoded and tailored to the task. It would be worthwhile to onsider for future work a more
domain-independent emotion model whi h ould learn domain-spe i

omponents.
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Appendix: Emotion model

First, let us de ne the set of emotions (E ) and the set of feelings (F ),

E
F

=
=

fHappiness, Sadness, Fear, Angerg
fHunger, Pain, Restlessness, Temperature, Eating, . . . g
+ ℄ (x) that bounds the value of

and de ne the fun tion Th[

b

;b

8
>
<b
Th[ +℄ (x) = > b+
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(2)

x to the interval [b ; b+ ℄.

if x < b
if x > b+
otherwise

;b

(1)

(3)

Taking this into onsideration, the intensity value of emotion e at step n (I n ), depends on
e

the intensity of the feelings in the following way:

8e 2 E ; 8n 2 N ; I n = Th[0 1℄(B
e

;

e

X
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where B is a bias and C
e
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(C I n ))
ef

(4)

f

is a oupling oeÆ ient between the emotion e and the feeling f

whi h are parameters of the system. To al ulate the intensity of the feeling f at step n (I n )
f

the following fun tions are used.

8f 2 F ; 8n 2 N ;
I n = Th[0 1℄ (C H n + S n )
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f
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if jA n j > jH
otherwise
f

f

n

j

(8)

The feeling's intensity al ulation has to take into a ount both the in uen es provided by
the hormone system (H n ), whi h are dependent of a oeÆ ient parameter (C ), and the value
h

f

of the respe tive sensation (S n ). The sensations' values are dire tly derived from the sensory
f

data. The hormone values are responsible for the memory of the emotion system, and depend
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both on their previous values and the emotion in uen es. Emotions only in uen e the hormone
values if their intensity is above an a tivation threshold (I

a ).

th

To al ulate the value of the

hormones (H n ), two di erent system parameters are used, the atta k gain (
f

gain (

dn

up

) and the de ay

). In general, the atta k gain is mu h higher than the de ay gain. This way the de ay

of emotions is slow while the emergen e of new emotions is mu h faster.
If there are any emotions whose intensity is higher than a sele tion threshold (I s )
th

9e 2 E : I  I
e

th

s

then the emotion with the highest value is sele ted to be the dominant emotion.

(9)
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Emotion-triggered Robot Learning

Controller
Reinfor ement
Event
Reinfor ement
Hand- rafted
0 34  0 01
0 03  0 02
Event-triggered
0 24  0 01
0 04  0 02
Interval-triggered 0 21  0 03
0 20  0 03
Random
0 38  0 01
0 38  0 01
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Energy
0 83  0 01
0 63  0 01
0 62  0 04
0 02  0 01
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Collisions
Events
(%)
(%)
3008 6116
0603 0500
1701 2700
5 6  1 2 100 0  0 0
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Table 1: Summary of results obtained. The values presented are the mean of all the values
obtained in the last half of the trials.

Controller
Total in millions Relative to normal
Event-triggered
5:69  0:08
190%
Interval-triggered
1:05  0:00
35%
Table 2: Duration of trials in steps.

